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Abstract: The variations of seismic velocity prior to the occurrence of major seismic events are an indicator of the rock mass performance subjected to mining-induced stress. There have been no prior field-scale studies to examine stress change within the rockmass volume immediately prior to potentially damaging mining-induced seismicity. Monitoring stress change is critical for mine stability and operation safety and eventually improves production by optimizing mine designs and mining practices. In this study, five major seismic events that occurred in a narrow-vein mine were used as case studies in order to investigate any significant changes in P-wave velocity distribution, on a daily basis, within a week of seismic events with Mw > 1; if observed, such changes could provide a warning to mine engineers and workers. It was observed there was no consistent significant velocity change of more than 1% within 200 m of the hypocenters within 6 days prior to the events. Additionally, the influence of blasting in the week of the occurrence of events was investigated however no recognizable trend was observed between blasting and changes in the seismic velocity distribution within the rock mass on the day of a blast or the following day.
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1. Introduction

Mining activities change the stress equilibrium in the underground rock mass by applying induced stress on the mining abutment rock mass. Seismic events, rockbursts, and bumps are the rock mass response to gain back its equilibrium in deep underground excavations [1]. The stability of the excavation can be increased through continuous monitoring of the induced stress and mitigating the potential of rockburst occurrence. Variations of the applied stress in the underground rock mass can be investigated based on the variations in seismic wave velocity propagations, which technically are velocities of compressive (Vp) and shear body (Vs) waves passing through rocks [2]. Experiments on rock samples showed a correlation between applied stress and P-wave velocity [3,4]. Additionally, field studies found that the seismic velocity of the area is relatively high in encompassing rock mass when major seismic events occur [5–9]. Seismic energy, which is propagated as waves, is received by sensors, such as geophones, in different locations [10]. Passive seismic tomography is a technique through which the seismic wave velocity in the underground can be modeled and its changes can be monitored, providing a method for improved understanding of induced stress distribution throughout a volumetric portion of a rock mass [11,12].

Usually, rockbursts are accompanied by several smaller seismic events, which can be detected by seismic monitoring networks [5]. Major seismic events have been monitored in deep mines with regional mine seismic networks for many years [8,9,13]. In some cases, it was observed that the seismicity in the underground rock mass increases prior to occurrence of rockburst, however not all rockbursts are associated with minor seismic events prior to
the occurrence of the burst [14]. The moment magnitude of rockbursts differs from 3 to 5 while major seismic events usually have moment magnitude between 1 and 3 [15,16]. A mine-scale seismic monitoring system, called a microseismic system, includes geophones encompassing the mining excavation and can record the seismic waves propagated from any seismic event even if they are as minor as −2 Mw [15,17]. Regional seismic systems were first applied in coal mines to calculate the locations of seismic events based on the travel time of the recorded seismic waves [13].

The seismic velocity in a specified volume in the rock mass, called a voxel, can be estimated with passive seismic tomography based on the travel time of the recorded seismic rays [8,9,12]. This method has been applied in longwall coal mining to monitor the seismic velocity changes correlated to variations of induced stress during the mining operations [5,18]. Additionally, the characteristics of petroleum reservoirs due to the fracturing procedure were monitored by passive seismic systems [10–22]. Later it was applied in deep hard rock mines to identify the highly stressed areas and monitor the corresponding induced stress redistribution [6,23–25]. Passive seismic tomography has also been used to evaluate the stress change associated with damaged zones surrounding underground tunnels [7].

As experienced in laboratory experiments on rock samples, the seismic body wave velocity increases correlated with the increase in compressive stress [26]. This increase in seismic velocity continues until crack formation and propagation are in progress before the applied stress reaches to its peak. When the cracks merge and the dilation begins, the body wave velocity slightly decreases. After this point, the body wave velocity increases again in parallel to the loading direction [4]. Beyond this mechanism relating changing stress levels to changing seismic body wave velocity, the stress path may also cause a change to body wave velocity. As an example, if a portion of a stressed rock mass is unloaded then fractures could form due to this destressing and the resulting fractures could then cause a related velocity reduction which occurs without the rockmass having approached its peak strength.

At the field scale, the seismic velocity increases by increasing the depth or by increased induced stress, such as due to mining activity [8,27]. It was observed that there are areas with higher seismic velocity than the average seismic velocity of the rock mass at a particular depth, the locations of these high-velocity zones are in the vicinity of the mining locations and have high seismicity [5,6,27].

In this study, we investigated the daily changes in the seismic velocity of the rock mass prior to the occurrence of major seismic events in two active mining sections at a narrow-vein mine. Our hypothesis was to observe stress within the rock mass due to accumulation of the induced stress in the area. Therefore, the velocity near the subsequent hypocenter might increase in the days before the occurrence of the major seismic event. This hypothesis was investigated by evaluating the daily changes of high-velocity zones in the vicinity of the hypocenters before the events occurred. The seismic record of the mine during a year of operation showed five major events with a released energy of at least 2400 kJ and a magnitude of at least 1.4. Passive seismic tomography was used to analyze the daily seismic velocity difference in the surrounding rock mass within a week of the occurrence of the major seismic events.

Additionally, in order to consider the mining advance rate, the impact of blasting on three of the events in one of the mining sections was explored as well. Prior studies have shown that an increased amount of mining has been correlated to an increased level of seismicity [28,29]. Further, the mine blasts may also correlate to induced seismicity as the blast provides a dynamic load that can, in addition to the existing abutment load, cause the total induced stress to exceed the structural strength of the rockmass. The goal of this study was to evaluate if there is any observable change in the distribution of seismic velocity of the surrounding rock prior to the occurrence of major seismic events.
2. Data and Methodology

This study was based on the data of a mine located in the western USA, along a silver-rich belt including several silver veins with lead and copper byproducts [30]. The active mining sections studied in this research are along this belt, and the dominant faults in the mining area strike WNW. The narrow veins, with an average width of two to three meters, include the ore contained in the shear zones in between the faults. The veins are steeply dipping with various extensions from 90 m to 900 m [29]. The mining area includes a variety of weak to high-strength rocks with anisotropy in the direction of the steep bedding planes [31,32].

The data for this study was recorded by an ESG Paladin data acquisition system comprised of 50 mounted sensors in a narrow-vein mine with two active mining sections. The installed sensors consist of uniaxial accelerometers and triaxial geophones [33]. The mine openings and location of sensors installed in this mine are as shown in Figure 1; the uniaxial and triaxial sensors are not differentiated since only P-wave arrival times were used in the present study and those are not significantly different for the two types of sensor. The seismicity in the two active mining areas during a year were analyzed separately. Seismic velocity tomography was used to investigate the rock mass behavior in these two active mining sections.

![Figure 1. Sensor distribution along the mine openings in two mining sections (top view and side views). Red points are the sensors, and the gray lines are mine openings.](image)

During a year of seismic monitoring, more than 12,000 seismic events were located in Mining Section 1 through more than 132,000 recorded seismic rays. This number is higher in Mining Section 2 with more than 16,000 located seismic events through 172,000 recorded rays in a year. The average, background velocity in both sections is 5740 m/s.

The events with the highest released energy, which have relatively high moment magnitude, were chosen as the major seismic events. Five major seismic events were observed in the year of study. Figure 2 shows the cumulative energy and moment magnitude of all of the recorded events in both mining sections. The five major seismic events are marked in Figure 2. The event’s labels are based on the mining section number followed by the event number in order, for example, Event 1-2 is the second event in Mining Section 1. The moment magnitudes are 1.62, 1.81, 1.75, 1.48 and 1.76 for Events 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 2-1 and 2-2, respectively. The source locations of the events and their magnitude and corresponding released energy were computed by ESG’s Windows-based Hyperion Seismic Software (HSS) Suite based on P-wave and S-wave arrival times.
As shown in Table 1, the moment magnitudes of each of the five events is more than 1.4. The S-wave released energy of the two major events at Mining Section 2 is relatively much higher than their P-wave released energy, indicating that these two events are fault-slip events. The lower energy ratio of shear wave to compressive wave (Es/Ep) in Mining Section 1 can possibly be an indicator of the failure of rock bridges along existing discontinuities in this area rather than fault-slip with asperities.

Table 1. Moment magnitude, coordinates released energy, and ratio of shear wave to compressive wave energy for five events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Seismic Event</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Easting (m)</th>
<th>Northing (m)</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Moment Magnitude</th>
<th>Released Energy (J)</th>
<th>Es/Ep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mining Section 1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>3435</td>
<td>2318</td>
<td>−150</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>2,270,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>3429</td>
<td>2324</td>
<td>−214</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>2,970,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>3428</td>
<td>2340</td>
<td>−176</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1,870,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining Section 2</td>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2561</td>
<td>3631</td>
<td>−574</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>3,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-2</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>2729</td>
<td>3564</td>
<td>−649</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>2,440,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The passive seismic tomography method was used to calculate the velocity of the rock mass adjacent to active mining areas. The average velocity of each voxel was calculated during the different time periods, such as 7 days or 24 h. The accuracy of the calculation depends on the number of recorded seismic rays passing through each voxel during a particular period. Therefore, larger voxels or larger timespans will include more raypaths and will thus be more reliable and accurate. However, if the voxel size is too large then the results will be overly smoothed. In this study, seven-day and six-day time spans were considered to have adequate ray coverage. The subtraction of two time spans, one of which included an additional day, provided the seismic variations on a daily basis. “Velocity difference” is defined as the difference in the seismic velocity of the two time spans with one overlapping day. In this study, for every day within a week of the occurrence of each event, the seven-day and six-day time spans were calculated and their average velocities...
were subtracted. The result was the velocity difference on a daily basis for the week prior to a major seismic event.

The daily velocity differences were graphed in three dimensions and compared with the blasting rate per day. The seismic tomography was based on the Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) algorithm [34] which computes the total number of rays passing through each voxel through several iterations. The curved raypaths were calculated using the Fast Marching Method. A voxel size of 29 m per side was chosen to provide good raypath coverage in the areas of interest and the velocity of each voxel was computed iteratively. The root mean square of the difference between the calculated and measured travel times was found for each iteration. The elbow method was used to define the optimum number of iterations for the most accurate calculated velocities without overfitting the data [35]; in this study, the results at iteration number 10 were used. The tomograms were calculated in three dimensions.

The boundary which confines the voxels with an adequate number of rays is considered as the “boundary of confidence”. For these results the boundary of confidence was measured as 10 rays per voxel. This means that voxels within this boundary had at least 10 rays and their computed average velocity had an error of less than the residual at the optimum iteration.

3. Blasting

Blast frequency and location was included in the study in order to determine whether the rate of blasting was correlated to changes in P-wave velocity within the rockmass, or if the blasts triggered the major seismic events. The time and location of blasts in Mining Section 1 were provided by the mine site, and the number of blasts per day was considered as a possible influencing factor on the velocity distribution. The maximum of two blasts per day started in the third quarter in the year of production. Two of the major seismic events occurred at this quarter. There is no blasting within days 130 to 178. The average advance rate of the year of study including the no-blast period is 1.7 m per day.

Considering that the blasts within a week of occurrence of each event had the most influence on the surrounding rock mass behavior, the number of blasts in seven days prior to each major event are summarized in Table 2. There were at least three blasts within a week of occurrence of all three events. For example, “Day 0” is the day of the event and for Events 1 and 3 there are one and two blasts in each, respectively. Figure 3 shows the spacing of the blasts in the plan view and side view. It is observed that the blasts were in three different mining levels and proceeded from the highest level to the lowest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Blasts Prior to</th>
<th>Days Prior to the Major Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event 1-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event 1-2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event 1-3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Plan view of the blast locations along with the mine maps (top) and side view of the blast locations in three levels (bottom).

4. Results

An increase in stress in the rock mass prior to occurrence of the major seismic events was anticipated according to the hypothesis of this study. This correlation is expected due to two potential mechanisms: the abutment loading could result in stresses that exceed the strength of the rockmass structure and/or the dynamic load from blasting could trigger a critically loaded portion of the rockmass. Therefore, the changes of high velocity zones were investigated. The minimum difference between the measured velocity by sensors and the calculated velocities by the SIRT tomography algorithm obtained at the 10th iteration for both mining sections showed a residual of less than 0.1 s. The tomograms of daily velocity difference for all five events were calculated. Figures 4 and 5 show the vertical cutting section chosen for Mining Sections 1 and 2, respectively, perpendicular to the main vein. The Euclidian distance between the hypocenter of the major events and their cutting section is less than 10 m. As the distance between Events 1 and 2 in Mining Section 2 is 195 m, two parallel cross-sections are considered for displaying the seismic velocity at these events. Figure 5 shows these two cutting planes intercepting the mine opening in Mining Section 2.
The planes are vertical and trend northeast; there is a 60 m distance between these two parallel planes.

![Figure 4](image1.png)

**Figure 4.** Location of hypocenters of the three events in Mining Section 1 relative to the cutting plane, shown as an isometric view (right) and plan view (left).

![Figure 5](image2.png)

**Figure 5.** Location of hypocenters of the two events in Mining Section 2 relative to the cutting planes, shown as an isometric view (left) and plan view (right).

The daily velocity differences for the events that occurred at Mining Section 1 were compared at the cutting sections within a week prior to each event. The boundary of the 10-rays-per-voxel for the accuracy of the calculations was provided as well. The blasting locations for this mining section were recorded and provided by the mine engineers. The same comparison was planned for Mining Section 2, however the locations and times of the blasts in this section were not available. The tomographic images of velocity differences in a week prior to an event, combined with the blasting locations in each day and the boundary of confidence of 10 rays per voxel, are shown in Figures 6–8 for Mining Section 1, and in Figures 9 and 10 for Mining Section 2. As the locations of the blasting in Mining Section 2 were not provided, these images do not include the blasting data. The mine openings are shown as light gray lines.
Figure 6. The daily velocity differences from six days prior to Event 1 at Mining Section 1. The boundary of confidence with 10 rays per voxel for each day is shown in black and the days with blasting are marked with the location of the blast. The blast locations are within 30 m of the hypocenter.
Figure 7. The daily velocity differences from six days prior to Event 2 at Mining Section 1. The boundary of confidence with 10 rays per voxel for each day is shown in black and the days with blasting are marked with the location of the blast. The blast locations are within 30 m of the hypocenter.
Figure 8. The daily velocity differences from six days prior to Event 3 at Mining Section 1. The boundary of confidence with 10 rays per voxel for each day is shown in black and the days with blasting are marked with the location of the blast. The blast locations are within 30 m of the hypocenter.
Figure 9. The daily velocity differences from six days prior to Event 1 at Mining Section 2. The boundary of confidence with 10 rays per voxel for each day is shown in black and the days with blasting are marked with the location of the blast. The blast locations are within 30 m of the hypocenter. The hypocenter of event was about 250 m from the active mining.
Figure 10. The daily velocity differences from six days prior to Event 2 at Mining Section 2. The boundary of confidence with 10 rays per voxel for each day is shown in black and the days with blasting are marked with the location of the blast. The blast locations are within 30 m of the hypocenter.
5. Observations and Discussions

Passive seismic tomography was used to calculate the velocity of different voxels within a rock mass in a given time period. The behavior of the rock mass prior to the occurrence of five major mining-induced seismic events was investigated on a daily basis for a week prior to each event. The results (shown in Figures 6–10) include regions of relatively high confidence, having at least 10 rays per voxel and outlined in black on the figures. It is noted that results are plotted throughout the monitored area even though they may not be close to the microseismic source and may not reflect the changes in the stress state at the location of the major seismic event.

The daily change in velocity showed that for three of the five major seismic events an increase in seismic velocity difference of the rock mass near the event occurred at “Day 0”, which is the day of the event; in other words, the major seismic event resulted in an observable change to the velocity distribution within the rock mass. Considering each of the five major seismic events individually:

- For Event 1 in Mining Section 1 the greatest velocity change was observed on the day of the event, termed “Day 0”. The only other significant change in the velocity was seen on “Day −5” which is possibly due to two consecutive days with blasts.
- Significant changes in the seismic velocity were observed for Event 2 in Mining Section 1 on “Day 0” and the velocity difference at “Day 0” is more than 1% within 200 m of the hypocenter of event. A possible dilation is observed due to formation of low velocity zones in “Day −1” and “Day 0”. The High velocity zones observed on “Day −2” are potentially due to blasting on 3 and 4 days prior, however, no high velocity zone can be related to the blast on “Day −1”.
- There was no significant change on the day of Event 3 in Mining Section 1. Subtle high velocity changes of about 1% within 200 m of the hypocenter of the event was observed from “Day −5” to “Day −2” and a possible dilation is observed from “Day −2” onwards. The high velocity observed on “Day −3” is potentially due to consecutive blasting on three days prior, however no significant changes were observed due to blasts on “Day −1” and “Day 0”.
- There was no significant change in the seismic velocity within a week of Event 1 in Mining Section 2. The high velocity zone on “Day 0” of this event is further away from the hypocenter of the event and might not be due to the event occurrence. This event has the highest Es/Ep ratio of 24.89 compared to the other four events.
- On the other hand, seismic velocity changes on “Day 0” of Event 2 in Mining Section 2 is more than 1% within 200 m of its hypocenter. Essentially no velocity change was seen prior to this event. No blasting was reported at Mining Section 2 by mine site. The production blasting at the mine was not observed to influence the velocity distribution in a predictable pattern. A change in P-wave velocity distribution due to blasting is not persistent in all three events. For example, in Event 1 in Mining Section 1, a high-velocity zone is observed on the days of the blast at “Day −5” and “Day 0” but there was no noticeable change in seismic velocity in “Day −3” with a blast in the same level. This might be due to a one-day break in blasting at “Day −4” compared to two continuous days of blasting. Blasting did not consistently influence the velocity distribution of the day after the day of blasting. Nevertheless, all five events happened when there were at least three blasts within the week prior to their occurrence. Moreover, during the weeks in which Events 1 and 3 in Mining Section 1 occurred, some random high-velocity zones were observed in a single day and were not observed the following day. These inconsistent high-velocity zones could be as a result of the blasting in the area, however there was not any persistent trend in their appearance after blasting. An example of this is the high-velocity zone southeast of the hypocenter of the Event 3 in Mining Section 2 at “Day −2”.

In Mining Section 1, where the Es/Ep ratio of the events is less than 5, more general changes in seismic velocity prior to occurrence of the events were observed compared with Mining Section 2, where events have a higher Es/Ep ratio. The fluctuations of the seismic velocity on a smaller scale can be investigated in further studies by analyzing the data in
shorter time durations. This agrees with previously published findings where there was no significant increase in seismic velocity prior to major events but the velocity might reduce subtly prior to the event due to dilation [34,36].

One explanation for not observing built up induced stress in days prior to the event occurrence may be a concentration of shear stress around existing joints in the rock mass. The experimental and numerical models of direct shear test on rock joints shows that the shear stress increases as displacement progresses along discontinuities [37–39], a similar mechanism may occur at the field scale.

As stated initially, excavations in underground mines alter the stress distribution in the rockmass; without a full understanding of this process, especially in deep mines that are prone to induced seismicity, it remains a significant challenge to optimize designs. Seismic velocity tomography should be able to elucidate stress-induced changes within the entire volume of the rockmass, complementing point-location geotechnical measurements and numerical modeling. In the specific scenario presented in this study, one hypothesis could be that stress in the location of a major seismic event would continue to increase until failure occurs, much like a laboratory direct shear test. Another possibility could be that the rockmass behaves more similarly to an unconfined compression test where fractures develop prior to failure, resulting in dilation and a reduction in P-wave velocity. A third scenario would be some combination of these with stress developing at key points, such as asperities or rock bridges, along existing discontinuities prior to failure. The results observed for this set of data show that the induced stress did not appear to continually increase until failure; however, there is a continuing need to develop this technology, along with others, so that the behavior of the rockmass prior to major seismic events can be fully understood.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The objective of the study was to investigate, on a daily basis, whether there were significant changes to the P-wave velocity within the rockmass prior to major seismic events. For this purpose, the occurrence of five major seismic events in two mining sections was evaluated by passive seismic tomography. No clear velocity change was observed in the daily results prior to five mining-induced seismic events with Mw > 1. The velocity difference was more than 1% within 200 m of the hypocenter on the day of three out of five events. This means that seismic events cause a significant change in the stress level of the surrounding rock mass but without substantial change in the seismic velocity in the five days before the event occurs. In three out of five events a gradual change of less than 1% in seismic velocity in the three to five days prior to the events was observed. These subtle changes might be due to dilation during the plastic failure of the rock mass.

The investigation of the blast rate in the three of the events with Es/Ep of less than 5 did not show any persistent trend in seismic velocity changes correlated with blasting. However, all three events occurred with at least three blasts within a week of their occurrence. A high-velocity zone could be induced and destressed after blasting but there is no observable trend in their occurrence.

Minor changes in seismic velocity, which are less than 1%, can be investigated in future studies. The initiation of cracks which propagate and merge in the rock mass might be the cause of these changes in the rock mass. A reasonably predictable trend in seismic velocity changes can be a potential precursory condition for identifying major seismic events prior to their occurrence. This can be crucial for increasing the safety of the mines by taking advantage of seismic tomography. Moreover, mining designs can be optimized if the rock mass performance is monitored by progress in mining. It is recommended for future studies to investigate the subtle changes in seismic velocity in order to identify the possibility of any limit that can be an alarm threshold for operating crews to halt mining and avoid highly stressed zones.
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